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Q3.1



What is the average life expectancy at birth in the world today? A



50 years



A B



60 years



CA



70 years
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TEST QUESTION: WORLD LIFE EXPECTANCY



Q3.1



What is the average life expectancy at birth in the world today? CORRECT ANSWER



A



50 years



A B



60 years



CA



70 years



There has been a 10-year rise in life expectancy over the past five decades, thanks to great advances in healthcare across the world.



Source: http://esa.un.org/unpd/wpp/unpp/panel_indicators.htm www.gapminder.org/teach
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TEST QUESTION: WORLD LIFE EXPECTANCY



Q3.1



Large Ignorance Results from our public knowledge surveys We found quite some ignorance in the two Nordic countries when asking about the life expectancy of the world, in our knowledge surveys to representative samples of the adult population.



Sweden



Norway



Remember: Chimpanzees pick the correct answer 33% of the time, just by random!



The US Public scored better than random!



US



A



50 years



24%



14%



33%



11%



B



60 years



54%



59%



33%



36%



C



70 years



22%



26%



33%



53%



The public scored below random! Sources for survey results SWE & NOR: http://www.gapminder.org/GapminderMedia/wp-uploads/Novus-Gapminder-Ignorance-Survey-SWE-NO-nov_dec_20131.pdf US: http://www.novus.se/media/29390/novus-gapminder_ignorance_survey_us_nov_2013.pdf www.gapminder.org/teach
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Q3.1



WHY IGNORANCE? Understanding the origin of the broad Ignorance is not trivial. We don't understand how the US public could get this question so well, while they share the same ignorance pattern as the other countries when it comes to most global knowledge questions. Here’s what we believe that may explain why many people get this question wrong.



Outdated fact The improved health status across the world is little known. This transition took many years and what the old generation in Nordic countries learned when going to school is no longer true. But this should apply to US as well…. We are puzzled.



Macro Trends are not news worthy The recent increase in global life expectancy across the world is one of those macro trends that seldom get reported in news media, because they happen too slowly and they are never associated with any news-worthy event. They go on for decades but the public are unaware of it.



Exaggeration of extremes The wrong answers may be explained by the common misconception that a majority of people are still very poor. Roughly 1.5 billion people are extremely poor. Terribly poor. But the majority (other 5.5 billion people) live in middle or high income countries where basic health care is available to almost everybody. But the fact that so many are still poor, makes it difficult to realize that the average situation has improved enormously. Chimpanzees have none of the problems above. They simply guess. That’s why they beat humans on knowledge questions. They just pick random answers without distortion of preconceived ideas and intuition. To learn more about our Global Ignorance Project and what we do to fight ignorance, visit: www.gapminder.org/ignorance, or watch this TED talk: http://www.ted.com/talks/hans_and_ola_rosling_how_not_to_be_ignorant_about_the_world www.gapminder.org/teach
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LICENSE This file is freely available under Creative Common Attribution License 4.0 Which means: Please use it and spread it in any way you want! You are allowed to • Remix - You are allowed to change the material and include fragments of it in other works. • Spread - You are allowed to make copies, distribute, publish and transmit the material. • Sell - You are allowed to include the material in commercial products or services that you charge for. The only requirements are: • Trademark - Don't include the word "GAPMINDER" and the logotypes in your products or service, and if you change the meaning of the slides, you must remove the Gapminder trademarks. • Attribution - You must make clear to others the license terms of this work and include the citation below.



Required attribution: ”Free test questions from www.gapminder.org”



The Gapminder Foundation is a Swedish not-for-profit organization, independent from all political, commercial and religious affiliations. Gapminder’s mission is to fight devastating ignorance with a fact-based worldview that everyone can understand. Gapminder’s chairman Hans Rosling is a professor of International Health at the Karolinska Institute, Stockholm, Sweden. For more information visit: www.gapminder.org
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